
OUTER BURIAL CONTAINER PRICE LIST 
(Prices effective as of February 1, 2024 and subject to change without notice.)

Gate of Heaven Cemetery makes no representations or warranties about the protective value of outer burial containers other than those

made by the manufacturer. The only warranties, expressed or implied, granted in connection with goods sold with this funeral service are the 

written warranties, if any, extended by the manufactures thereof. No other warranties and specifically, no warranties of merchantability and 

fitness for a particular purpose are extended by the seller. 

THE PREMIUM BRONZE 

The premium Bronze Burial Vault; Concrete core triple reinforced with bronze, a high impact plastic interior liner; Brilliant, shimmering cover
finished with 99lbs. of 34oz. non rusting bronze; Elegant contemporary design with solid die-cast handles and personalized bronze nameplate; 
Brass Memorialization Plus Capsule for enhanced personalization and identification 

$16,290.00

BRONZE TRIUNE 

Finest double reinforced burial vault, with bronze and high impact plastic liner; Lustrous bronze carapace; Can be personalized with 
emblems, Legacy images or personal photos

$4,928.00

COPPER TRIUNE 

Mid-line double reinforced burial vault, with copper and high-impact plastic liner reinforced cover and base; Rich copper beauty; Can be 
personalized with emblems, Legacy images or personal photos

$4,778.00

Infant / Child Caskets range from $1,995.00 to $75.00
Shipping Containers range from $225.00 to $165.00

STAINLESS STEEL TRIUNE

Double reinforced with stainless steel and high impact plastic liner; Brilliant stainless steel carapace; Can be personalized with emblems, 
Legacy images or personal photos

$3,570.00

CAMEO ROSE

Double reinforced with stainless steel and high impact plastic liner; soft white finished with pink accents and sculpted pink rose; Brushed 
stainless steel carapace; Can be personalized with emblems, Legacy images or personal photos

$3,570.00



VETERAN TRIUNE 

Double reinforced with stainless steel and high impact plastic liner; Dignified branch specific military emblems to honor veterans; Brushed
stainless steel carapace; Can be personalized with emblems, Legacy images or personal photos

$3,570.00

VENETIAN 

Finest single reinforced burial vault; High strength concrete with premium Marbelon plastic reinforced cover and base  

$2,055.00

CONTINENTAL 

Mid-line single reinforced burial vault; Durable concrete exterior with Strentex plastic reinforced cover and base  

$1,688.00

BASIC LINED 

Entry level single reinforced burial vault; Concrete exterior with Strentex plastic reinforced cover and base  

$1,463.00

BASIC UNLINED

Basic 2-piece concrete burial vault; Cover or base not reinforced; No personalization options available  

$1,099.00

VETERAN TRIUNE 

AEGEAN HEALING TREE $3,060.00

Three layers of protection; Exterior and interior layer of Polymer plus a High-strength concrete core; Cover and base have the classic look of 
polished marble; 20 Dove shaped Memory Rings are on the vault cover for the family to take as a lasting memento

LIFESCAPE $2,057.00

Mid-line single-reinforced burial vault; concrete exterior with plastic liner reinforcing the cover and base; two-tone painting available; 
Legacy or Custom Legacy personalization available


